Global Engagement Grant
Activity Report
Welcome home! We look forward to the opportunity to hear more about your travels and international
engagement. Please take a few minutes to reflect on your experience, answer the questions below and
return this form to educationabroad@viu.ca.
Purpose
The Global Engagement Grant program is designed to support VIU faculty and staff
with Travel and Program Development funding as they work towards VIU's internationalization goals.
Activity Reports are shared with VIU colleagues to assist with future planning and proposal
development, and portions (particularly the testimonial in # 6) may be uploaded to our website to be
shared with the greater campus community.
Name:

Report Date:

Jeanette Schmid

20 Agusut 2019

Faculty or Area:
Type of Grant Received:
☐ Travel

☐ Program Development

☐ International Work Opportunity
☐ a. General
☐ b. Leave for Change Program

Dates of Travel (if applicable):

July/August 2019
Country(ies) Visited (if applicable):
South Africa
Partner Institution(s) / Organizations Visited (if applicable):

Centre for Social Development i Africa (CSDA)
Social work Department of University of Johannesburg
1. Please include the original 25 word summary outlined in your proposal:

Strengthening relationships with South African partners as part of the South
African-Canadian Contextualized Social Work Education research
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2. What did you achieve in relation to:
a. The program goals (as outlined in the Program Guidelines)

The following activities were undertaken:
- South African focus group conducted online with 6 participants and managed locally with
co-researcher Dr Jessie Turton
- Meeting with director of CSDA, Dr Lauren Graham, head of social work at UJ, Dr
Shahana Rasool and Dr Jessie Turton: reviewed progress to date; clarified that there is
still a South African- Canadian focus group planned; set goals for reporting of study
outcomes; brainstormed ideas for knowledge dissemination; set goals for articles to be
written up with Dr Turton.
- Presentation of Contextualized Social Work Education project to faculty at Department
of Social Work at University of Johannesburg

b. Your professional learning goals

My goals were to facilitate the further stages of the Contextualized Social Work Education
research. The face to face encounters allowed for communication that is often difficult if
long distance and/or online. The focus group outcomes differ in some key aspects from
that of the Canadian group . Facilitating this FG with Jessie allowed her to contextualise
some of the information for me.
Engaging with the social work faculty enabled the expansion of my network and offered
important insights

c. Your personal Intercultural Learning Goals (as outlined in advance of your grant
activity); please identify what supported you in achieving this learning and/or what
further steps could be taken.

Being South African I did not have fixed intercultural learning goals. Rather, the goal was
to have face to face interaction which allows for more direct communication. I was
reminded, however, that particularly in countries where societal engagement is
challenging that people are often focused on and absorbed in their own struggles to the
exclusion of appreciating those of others. In many ways, this is an important strategy as it
allows one to be focused and direct all energies to the local concerns. Some on the social
work educators' team had not been previously exposed/familiar with the challenges faced
by Indigenous Canadians. Understanding that the 'project' of Indigenization/
decolonization had meaning in other contexts was important to them.
There is the ongoing difficulty of being a white academic that again required social
awareness and negotiation with a team that was predominantly black.
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3. Describe any unexpected events, either positive or challenging, and lessons learned.

It is always exciting to see how actively people are engaging with difficult subjects. The
interests represented on the UJ social work team were diverse and deep.
I did learn the difference between 'standardization' and 'promoting standards of
excellence'- something to continue pondering.

4. Describe how your grant activities have supported internationalization in your department and
the VIU campus.

The grant allowed me as lead of the research team for the Contextualised Social Work
Education initiative to solidify international connections. These may in the future translate
to interactions that involve my VIU colleagues. The research as whole is part of the
conversation we as VIU social work educators are having regarding the relevance of what
and how we teach.
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5. What have you done (including planning) to share and disseminate your learning? Please
provide links to any social media posts or news/stories/blogs that relate to the impact of your
experience and grant activities.

The learning from this trip is part of the whole Contextualised social work education
research initiative. We have so far one publication and various conference presentations
emerging out of the research, and are hoping for at least two further publications. Reports
will be drawn up for the Centre for Social Development in Africa as well as the VIU
Department of Aboriginal Education. I will present at other fora on campus where it is
appropriate to do so.

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE
This section may be published on the website and social media, along with any submitted photos.
6. How has this experience influenced you as a globally-engaged VIU employee?
* This is your opportunity to provide a witty, thought-provoking and brilliant testimonial for us to
showcase the amazing global citizens we have here on campus!

Much international engagement is skewed towards benefiting Northerners rather than
those in the global south. However, meaningful engagement and exchange can occur
where the intention is reciprocity and mutual sharing of knowledge. This is what I believe
is happening in this particular project. Canadians will learn from South Africans what it
means to implement contextualized social work education; South Africans will similarly
gain insight from the Canadian experience. Going beyond our local boxes helps us to
re-interpret our direct experience and to interrogate it from alternative perspectives. Such
critical thinking is alway useful.

Submission:
Please submit this form by email to educationabroad@viu.ca. We request that you submit photos to
complement the report (up to 5), along with a description of each attached photo.
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